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Introduction and Background

Many organizations today have tried to utilize 
various Value Improving Practices (VIP) such 
as Lean, Six Sigma, DFMA, and TRIZ, but few 
have succeeded in combining these with the 
Value Methodology for a ‘winning’ approach 
to optimize projects.

These organizations will have some early 
success with one of these ‘practices’, but 
then after some period of time will loose 
momentum, and start looking for the next 
more ‘promising practice’, and then after a 
few years, repeat the cycle.



Introduction & Background, Cont.

 The new trend in government and business 
today is to incorporate Lean, Six Sigma, etc. 
with the Value Methodology into a combined 
toolbox to optimize organizational and 
business success.

 The introduction of the Value Methodology 
into the government, construction, and 
manufacturing sectors globally over the last 
few years has been a powerful winning 
combination that has optimized project value 
and brought organizational success.



The Value Methodology in Government:



Supplemental Services

Those services described in the schedule of 

designated services in the AIA Document B163 that 

are in addition to the generally sequential services 

(from pre-design through post-construction) of the 

architect, including such items of services such as 

renderings, value analysis, energy studies, project 

promotion, expert testimony, and the like.

Architect’s Handbook of Professional Practice:

AIA-B163

Value Analysis consisting of the review 

during design phases of the cost, quality and 

time influences of proposed building materials, 

systems, and construction methods relative to 

design objectives in order to identify options for 

obtaining value for the Owner

The Value Methodology in Construction:



The Value Methodology in Industry:



Introduction & Background, Cont.

Value Enhancing Tools to be discussed:

Lean

Six Sigma

Design For Manufacturing & Assembly (DFMA)

TRIZ

The Value Methodology

Value Analysis

Value Engineering

Value Control

Value Management



Introduction & Background, Cont.

Each of these Value Enhancing Tools may be 
utilized at various stages of a project to  
ensure optimal success in the design and 
execution of that project.

Knowing which tools to use when and how in 
an integrated approach is the key for the 
success of that organization or business.

 The purpose of this presentation is to 
introduce each of these tools, show 
integration points, and how they may be 
utilized to optimize project success.



Understanding Lean Principles

 Lean is a set of concepts, principles and
tools used to create and deliver the most 
value from the customer’s perspective while 
consuming the fewest resources.

 It is about reducing lead times and delivering 
products or services to customers when they 
needed with the right quality and cost.

 It focuses on eliminating waste in processes
and performing value added work.

What is Lean? 



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

Value-added: Activities that transform raw 
material or information into what the client or 
customer is willing to pay for.

Non-value-added:  Activities that take time, 
resources and space, but do not add to 
customer requirements.

Business value-added:  Activities that are 
essential to running the business - examples:  
Payroll, HR, Financial Reporting, etc.

What are Value Activities? 



- Waste is often hidden in the 

process, which makes it difficult to detect.  Lean breaks 

waste down into specific categories to allow easier 

identification for focused improvement activities.
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Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

The 7 Deadly Wastes 



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

 Manufacturing Example:

 Excessive handling of parts between 2 processes 
either in-house or at a supplier.

 Temporary storage of parts requiring transportation 
later 

 Product Design Influence Example:

 Extra parts drive extra handling

 All finishing steps drive extra handling

 Process Example:

 Transporting full in one direction & empty returning

 Centralized mailboxes vs. desk drop for all employees

1).  Transportation Waste (TIMWOOD)



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

 Manufacturing Example:

 Excessive finished goods inventory   

 Excessive in-coming goods inventory (either in-
house or at supplier)        

 Just-in-case buffers between processes 

 Product Design Influence Example:

 Eliminate extra parts (even in raw material) 

 Especially fragile or sensitive parts with high 
scrap rate drive excess inventory.

 Process Example:

 Excessive office supplies, cleaning supplies, etc.

 More personnel than business requires

2).  Inventory Waste (TIMWOOD)



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

 Manufacturing Example:

 Unnecessary walking of the operator to get parts/tools

 Excessive reaching for tools or changing tools in same job   

 Double handling of parts by line or supply operators

 Product Design Influence Example:

 Long reach distances and multiple varieties cause
increased motion

 Assemblies which require adjustments for proper 
alignment drive unnecessary motion.

 Process Example:

 Unnecessary movement of due to procedure, forms,
paperwork, e-mails, approvals, signatures, etc.

 Combine procedures to reduce motion

3). Wasted Motion (TIMWOOD)



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

 Manufacturing Example:

 Waiting for a machine to cycle.

 Waiting for material at a workstation from storage, etc.

 Waiting for the next subassembly on assembly line

 Product Design Influence Example:

 Eliminate designs which require 2 operators to work 
simultaneously and drive waiting time as operators 
wait for each other to be ready to complete their 
portion of the assembly cycle.

 Process Example:

 Eliminate additional signatures in a process unless 
truly justified (re-define employee responsibilities)

 Optimize business process decision making

4).  Waiting Waste (TIMWOOD)



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

 Manufacturing Example:

 Holding part tolerances tighter than required

 Inspecting incoming stock previously inspected by a 
supplier

 Using an expensive complicated process or equipment 
when a simpler approach would work- extra automation

 Product Design Influence Example:

 Chrome plating when the actual customer request is 
“polished surface” 

 Using nonstandard material sizing drives extra steps 

 Process Example:

 Requiring additional forms to be completed     
instead of combining or eliminating forms.

5).  Over-processing Waste (TIMWOOD)



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

 Manufacturing Example:

 Running the production line faster than required

 Producing more parts than needed by the next process

 Product Design Influence Example:

 Overproduction can be influenced by early (or extra) 
proliferation within the process.  Early variation can 
restrict flow, driving the use of supermarkets which 
contain products not immediately needed.

 Process Example:

 Providing more information, data, or services than 
can be absorbed by the available infrastructure.

 Running ahead of schedule without reason or             
value to the customer or client.

6). Overproduction Waste (TIMWOOD) 



Understanding Lean Principles, cont.

 Manufacturing Example:

 Scrapping parts/products unnecessarily

 Reworking or repairing parts/products unnecessarily

 Discarding good parts or assemblies unnecessarily

 Scrapping of dunnage from supplier over-packaging

 Product Design Influence Example:

 Minimize connectors with high force to seat that lead 
to a poor connection which passes internal tests but 
then fails during transit resulting in warranty issues

 Process Example:

 Forms without the correct information, mistyped, or 
incomplete for proper timely processing

 Inaccurate process to accomplish objective

7). Defect Waste (TIMWOOD)



Understanding 6 Sigma Principles

 6 Sigma is a process to statistically improve 
a product or process by reducing failure 
modes thus enhancing both cost and quality. 

 6 Sigma follows a very disciplined job plan 
most commonly called DMAIC:

 Define Information Phase

 Measure Function Phase

 Analyze Creativity Phase

 Improve Evaluation Phase

 Control Development Phase

What is 6 Sigma? 

Comparison 

to the Job 

Plan for the 

Value 

Methodology



Understanding DFMA Principles

 First, DFMA consists of 2 different processes 
linked to optimize total product cost of design 
with respect to manufacturing capability:

 Design for Assembly (DFA) – Evaluates the design 
of the product for ease of assembly 

 Design for Manufacturing (DFM) – Evaluates the 
individual components for process optimization 
based upon the customer requirements

 DFMA - The iterative approach of evaluating both 
design and process variables to optimize the most 
cost effective final product assembly

What is Design for Manufacturing & Assembly? 



Understanding TRIZ Principles

 TRIZ (pronounced “Trees”) is a Russian Acronym for 
the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving.

 TRIZ is a structured brainstorming technique to solving
inventive problems. 

 TRIZ was borne out of a Russian patent examiners 
observations.

 TRIZ principles which were developed have been a key 
to reliably solve 1000’s of inventive problems.

 TRIZ is not an invention machine.

What is TRIZ? 



What do Customers Want Today?

 Today’s customers and clients expect the very 
best value for their hard earned money.

 True value may be measured in terms of a 
formula as illustrated below:

where a required function is any ‘work’ or ‘sell’ 
function and where cost is the ‘overall cost’ or 
the ‘life cycle cost’ of that manufactured 
product.  VM is all about analyzing functions.

Performance of Required FuntionValue = 
       Cost to Acquire Function

Understanding the Value Methodology (VM)



VALUE may be Improved by:

 Reducing cost while improving function,

 Reducing cost while maintaining function,

 Improving function while maintaining cost,

 Improving function while increasing cost by  

a proportionally smaller amount (will only 

work if customer will pay increase), or

 Reducing function while reducing cost by a 

proportionally greater amount
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Understanding the Value Methodology, cont.
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Summary of the Value Enhancing Tools

 Lean is used mostly to optimize projects or 
processes by reducing waste.

 6 Simga is used to statistically improve 
projects or processes.

DFMA is used to optimize product design with 
manufacturing capability in mind.

TRIZ is used when an innovative solution is 
required for a project, process, or product.

The Value Methodology is used to optimize 
projects, processes, services, facilities, and 
products using function analysis. 



How the Value Methodology Optimizes Lean

Generally, lean principles work with the 
existing process to reduce waste and seldom 
questions if that process delivers high value.

 The Value Methodology can ensure your 
organization has the right process to begin 
with by employing function analysis.

A well selected multi-disciplined team guided 
by a value professional, (a CVS), will ensure 
that performance and cost are balanced by 
employing function analysis to deliver the 
absolute best value to your client or customer.  



How the Value Methodology Optimizes 6 Sigma

Six Sigma also generally seeks to reduce 
variation in an existing or new process but 
really doesn’t challenge if that process is the 
right process to achieve high customer value.

Again, the Value Methodology can ensure 
your organization has the right process to 
begin with by employing function analysis.

 The CVS hired will seek to understand the 
‘Voice of the Customer’ for the service or 
process which you are responsible for 
providing to ensure optimum life cycle value.  



DFMA can optimize new and current  products
with respect to manufacturability, however, by 
incorporating the Value Methodology, an 
assessment can be made as to whether the 
right product or process is being offered.

Once the Value Methodology assessment is 
completed with the right multi-disciplined 
team led by a CVS, then the organization can 
become more confident that the DFMA 
analysis will yield the best value for the 
customer.

How the Value Methodology Optimizes DFMA



 TRIZ actually uses functions (called useful 
functions and harmful functions) in a diagram 
to understand contradictions and then uses 
various innovative principles to resolve those 
contradictions which many times results in a 
unique solution not previously thought about.

 Thus having an understanding of the Value 
Methodology and how to develop good 
functions, will allow one to solve a problem by 
thinking ‘outside the box’ as the solution may 
already be in existence from another field of 
study.

How the Value Methodology Optimizes TRIZ



Summary and Conclusion 

Organizations today should use a combination
of Value Improving Practices to optimize
projects, products, and processes thus ensure 
best value.

 The Value Methodology will enhance:

 The use of Lean principles

 The use of Six Sigma principles

 The use of DFMA principles

 The use of TRIZ principles

Powerful business gains are possible when 
the Value Methodology is combined together  
in organizations with CVS value practitioners.



 Personal Resources Available to Add Value to your Project 

40-hour Module I Workshop – Approved SAVE International® 

Workshop conducted at your facility on either a new or existing 

project which needs value improvement.

Associate Value Specialist (AVS) Certification available

Examination preparation included

Permanent Workbook distributed to all team members

3-Day Module II Seminar – Approved SAVE International Seminar

at your facility to prepare candidates for successful preparation and 

completion of requirements to pass the CVS certification examination

3-Day VE non-certification Workshops – Workshop held at 

your facility to increase value of your project.

Value Improving Practices Workshops – Will train in all VIP’s  

Value Consulting at www.BoltonValueConsulting.com or

E-mail: Jim@BoltonValueConsulting.com or

Phone: +1.586.291.7110    


